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Caia: A Robot That Fills Your Home With 

Sunshine  

Source: indiegogo.com 

Published: September 14, 2016 

 

Overview  

 

The first of her kind, Caia illuminates your home with real sunlight. She’s a smart robot that 

finds and redirects natural light for you. Caia remembers where to send the sunlight and keeps it 

there all day as the sun moves. You can place Caia anywhere with no installation and she will 

brighten your home or office with sunshine. 

 

 

Caia is a smart natural lighting robot that brightens up your home with real sunlight, sending 

the sun where you need it most - all day long. 

Just set her in a sunny spot inside or out, point in the direction you want to light, and Caia does 

the rest. And you never need to plug her in or recharge because she’s solar-powered! 

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/lucy-light-indoor-spaces-with-real-sunshine-solar#/
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Most of us spend over 90% of our lives inside. Some have the privilege of sunny homes but 

many of us don’t have enough natural light during the day to day. 

Winters can cause seasonal depression and cold weather often lasts longer than we’d like. 

Who wouldn’t want to boost their Vitamin D and serotonin levels with more sunlight? 

The trade off of living in a big city is having to rent small apartments where there just isn’t 

enough natural lighting and we don’t have the option to install skylights or solar tubes. 

Interior designers suggest lots of decorating tricks to brighten dark rooms, from using vibrant 

paint colors to even more artificial lighting, but nothing can beat real sunlight. 

We love growing plants indoors but we don’t always have the natural light available for 

them to thrive in certain areas of our house. That herb garden you’ve always wanted doesn’t 

have to be out of reach. 
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Caia is a long-term, low-maintenance solution for bringing real sunlight into your home. No 

installation, no construction, no supervision necessary — a powerful, cost-effective solution to 

your low-light problem. 

And don't forget Caia's Universal Mount! Our Universal Mounting System makes Caia easier 

to use than ever before. With wall, balcony, and pole configurations, you can place Caia 

exactly where you need her. 

  

 
  

 


